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NEW SPORTS INFRASTRUCTURES
Two new sports halls are currently being built in “op de Fréinen”, that have been designed in close cooperation with
the local sports clubs. The first hall will incorporate 4 tennis courts while the second one consists of a multisport field
to accommodate all ball sports. A refreshment room will be
installed offering free view into both halls. There is also going to be a multifunction hall that can be used by the fitness
and taekwondo club. Outside the halls, several athletics infrastructures (for running, shot-putting and long-jumping) as
well as another outdoor multipurpose field will be laid out.
The outside infrastructures are free to use at any time by all
the citizens of the commune.

CLUB SENIOR
A new “Club Senior” was founded in collaboration with the
Ministry of Family and four partner communes. The preliminary headquarters of the Club will be in the school of
Beidweiler which also houses the administration. The ma-

nagement of the club is ensured by the Luxembourgish Red
Cross. Mrs. Carole Van der Zanden from the “Croix Rouge”
will be the person in charge. The official inauguration will take
place at the Centre Culturel “am Duerf” on 27th of September in the presence of the minister of Family and Integration,
Mrs. Corinne Cahen and representatives of the 5 communes
involved. The month of October will see the club’s first activities that will be presented by the end of September by Mrs.
Carole Van der Zanden.

our commune for people living in our commune in order to
offer an even greater quality of life in our commune.
ROMAIN REITZ
Mayor
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ZAE AND ZAC
All building plots at the industrial estate “Lënster Bierg” have
been leased out and will offer more and better services and
shops to the inhabitants of the commune. There will be an
additional 5.7 hectares of industrial estate available between
the bypass and the existing “Laangwiss” enabling expansions
in all business areas. Projects like these are in line with CSV’s
sustainable politics which put people in the center of interest.
This way, we expand our job offerfor people living in our commune in order to offer an even greater quality of living within
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CSV Jonglënster regularly publishes an “E-mail
newsletter” with information about your commune.
In order to regularly receive it right into your inbox,
please subscribe by emailing the subject “subscribe” to
junglinster@csv.lu.
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EIS KANDIDATEN

REITZ ROMAIN
Mayor

ARENS ANNEMARIE
Private Employee

BODEN JEAN
Municipal counsellor

HETTO-GAASCH FRANÇOISE
Member of parliament

My name is Romain Reitz, 60 years old, I live
in Gonderange, am married to Marie-Pierre and
father of 2 lovely children Liz and Chris - Industrial engineer at BIL.

My name is Arens Annemarie, 54 years old, and
I live in Gonderange. I am married, a mother and
grand-mother of 2 grand-daughters. I am employed in the financial sector.

Together with our team I would like to support
our full-time mayor putting to use my ideas and
own experience as former mayor, minister and
now Member of Parliament.

Contact: mobile 621370001 email: rreitzt@pt.lu

I have been living in Gonderange for 25 years
and I would like to politically commit myself to
sustainability together with the CSV. Due to my
more than 30 years expertise in the financial
sector my interests naturally are of economical
nature. In economic and infrastructural planning I do opt for sustainability in the service to
the citizens.

My name is Jean Boden, I am 56 years old, married, father of 2 children and I live in Gonderange. I am an accountant by profession. I have
been into communal politics since 2005 and
acting in the council for the CSV since 2009.
My main fields of interest are nature, environmental issues, climate and energy matters but
I am also very much involved in schooling matters.

At work and at the commune I do not deal in
half-measures. I will always try to do my best for
all residents of our commune. Good solutions
can only be found after listening to people. In
my opinion listening to people and working
together is the viable way to a sensible living
together and constitutes one of the most important challenges of our time.

We are very lucky to live in such a lively and
dynamic commune that has so much to offer.
I would like to commit myself to maintaining the
high living standard that we already enjoy in
our commune while keeping growth manageable to make sure all the different people that
live and that will live here in the future feel well.

I spend my time off with my family, love to read,
am very interested in sports and I love nature.

Also in the future, our citizens should be able to
live, work and feel well in our commune. Therefore I am a candidate for the CSV in the upcoming elections.

Junglinster is a modern, dynamic and an attractive commune offering a high quality of
living. We put very well-developed infrastructures and innovative projects at the disposal of
our citizens. However, a lot remains to be done
and more must be invested into our future. Therefore, I participate in the communal elections
on October 8th with the CSV.

HINKEL-TADASZAK MIREILLE

MARCY ROBERT

RIPPINGER RAPHAËL

SASKA-TOUSSAINT CHANTAL

My name is Robert Marcy, I am 53 years old and
father of 3 boys. I have been living in Junglinster
for 27 years. Living in Junglinster cannot become a luxury. By creating innovative residential
concepts, life in our commune should be made
possible for everyone. Working in our commune
should also become a reality. Considering the
economic growth, the quality of living should
not be neglected. To avoid nuisance, solutions
should be worked out together with the businesses. Shared space as a traffic concept in the
center of Junglinster and other traffic reduction
solutions must be worked out. More and more
people will live in apartment buildings; it would
be nice if those people could have access to
their own casual place outside, accommodate
play facilities for their children and maintain a
little garden of their own.

I have been living in Bourglinster since 2009, together with my wife Christiane Marx. Bourglinster
is a village whose charm and quality of living are
very dear to my nature loving heart.

My name is Chantal Saska-Toussaint, I am 58 years old, married, the mother of Tiffany and Oliver.
I would like to dedicate my work and service to
our commune and to all citizens. My experience
in my former job at “Femmes en Détresse” convinced me that everyone counts and is equally
important. I am committing to values like respect, tolerance, support, security and social justice because I believe they are essential to the
quality of life in our society. I would like to put
special effort into my work for senior citizens,
the disabled and our foreign citizens. A better
coexistence between generations and the various cultural backgrounds are dear to my heart.

Consultant in relationship
and family matters

My name is Mireille Hinkel-Tadaszak, 49 years
old, married and mother of 3 children. I work as
an independent consultant in relationship and
family matters.
My main goal is transparent politics in which
human values retain their due priorities. This
can be achieved by diversified social politics
that takes everyone’s needs into account and
adapts services and structures accordingly.
This applies to the integration of our foreign
citizens, the support of senior citizens, our disabled and in the accompaniment of our children
and young people on their way into their future.

Economics Teacher

Archivist

Private employee (Rtd.)

After technical studies in the USA I’ve worked
in aviation for 10 years, and then switched to
sound-engineering and musical composing for
radio, television and cinema in Luxembourg and
other countries before I became chief operating
sound-engineer for IPL where I was supervising 2
production facilities. Since 2005 I am the archivist
at Philharmonie Luxembourg.
I have gained political experience through my
activities in the environmental, construction and
cultural consulting commissions in 2 communes in
the east of the country, where I lived before, since
the 1980’s. I consider the CSV politics the best way
to adapt our society to the challenges it faces by
taking decisions in consideration of Christian and
social values.
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SCHLESSER GILLES
Economist

SCHMITZ RAPHAËL
Director of Servior Belle-Vue

TRIERWEILER PHILIPPE
Teacher

WEBER MARCO
Businessman

My name is Gilles Schlesser, I am 49 years old,
married to Tessy Theis and father of Christophe and Nicolas. I studied Business and Economy in Strasbourg and have been working in
economic and innovation development on a
national level for the past 25 years.

My name is Raphaël Schmitz, I was born in Bogota, am 43 years old, married but have no children yet. I have been living in the commune for
roughly 30 years, first in Junglinster and now in
Gobrange. In my quality as a graduate in ergotherapy and gerontology I have been the director of SERVIOR Belle-Vue in Echternach for the
last 16 years.

My name is Philippe Trierweiler, I am 38 years
old, I live in a civil partnership and am the father
of my little daughter Noémie. As a teacher two
of my main interests are youth and education.
When saying youth one comes to also think of
the future. Born in Junglinster, I got politically involved in the Christian Social Youth (CSJ)
at a young age so I am naturally interested in
the sustainable development of our commune.
Other important matters to me are the clubs and
associations, which I know very well as an active
member of the Junglinster soccer club for more
than 20 years.

My name is Marco Weber, I am married and
father of 3 children. I am an “almost born in
Junglinster” and a businessman by profession. I
have been a member of the CSV since 1994 and
since 1996, I am active in the financial consulting
commission in the commune. Along my political
activity I have also been musically involved in
the “Lënster Musek” since 2008. The development of industrial estates, social housing development, infrastructures for young and old,
youth coordinator, traffic and parking concept
among others are subjects that I do consider important for the future. Quality of living and a dynamic development go hand in hand. I am 100%
for a commune in which everyone feels fine.

My main concerns are an efficient and transparent administration, modern infrastructures
for school and after school care, leisure and
environment, affordable housing, the qualitative expansion of commerce and craftsmanship,
better public transport and health for everyone.
I understand politics as a service to the citizens
with the goal to make our commune secure,
clean, attractive and liveable.

Running, soccer, swimming and biking is what
keeps me fit. I socialize as a member of the
FC Jeunesse Junglinster and am also a founding member of the Rotary Club “Junglinster
a Syrdall”. I am interested in helping to further
expand this sustainable and lively commune. I
am fascinated by the links between economic
development and social aspects in general, but
also family, children and youth especially.

QUALITY OF LIVING AND DYNAMIC
DEVELOPMENT GO HAND IN HAND

WEBER TOM
Lawyer
My name is Tom Weber, I am 36 years old, married, father of 2 children and I live in Eschweiler. I
work as a lawyer for a public institution.
Due to the considerable increase in real estate pricing, it is of importance to me that we do
our utmost in our commune to offer affordable
housing to young people. But also less fortunate people should be able to find a home in our
commune. It is my personal concern that our infrastructures are adapted to young and old in
a way that we will be able to guarantee a good
quality of life for everyone also in the future. For
instance, all parents in our commune should
have the possibility to use the services offered
by a “Maison Relais”.

Quality of living has many facets and everyone has a subjective understanding of it. The
projected extension of the industrial zone will
enable inhabitants to work in their commune
without long commuting distances and the resulting waste of time. The housing project by
the SNHBM as part of the “JongMmëett” project and other housing development projects
will make it possible for young people to stay in
our commune. But this also means an increase
in delivery- and individual traffic, in the need
of parking space, schools, “Maison Relais”, club
houses and so on. What can be done? “Rien ne
va plus?” or should we continue growing? To

simply come to a stand-still would be an egoistic solution, knowing that affordable housing
is dearly needed and that there is still potential
on the offer side. It is therefore our duty to plan
and steer this growth through:
Traffic concept:
traffic calming by speed reduction down to
30km/h, accessibility for residents only, shared
space, regulating truck deliveries, promotion of
“soft mobility” schemes etc.
Parking concept:
differentiation between short term parking (for

shopping), mid-term parking (for people with
flexible working hours) and long-term parking.
Housing construction:
joint building ventures, the support of social
housing construction.
Communal infrastructures:
that accommodate future demands. This way
we can design our commune so that living
here will remain worthwhile.
WEBER MARCO

INTEGRATION AND QUALITY OF LIVING
The proximity to Luxembourg-city, a nice
quality of living and good infrastructures have
attracted people from many nations to our
commune.

to questions on communal projects and their
evolution, but also take suggestions and complaints to the respective responsible people in
the commune.

To guarantee the social cohesion of all citizens
we need the means to allow integration.

On a cultural level, our commune is predestined to seek cooperation with cultural facilities in our neighboring communes. I am thinking of a regional cultural events’ agenda and
an “events-bus”. Free capacities in communal
infrastructures could be used more efficiently that way and offer our citizens even more

To facilitate communication with the commune, we advocate the hiring of a person that
should be reachable by phone during normal office hours and able to supply answers
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opportunities to spend quality time together.
It is my strong belief that a better sociocultural offer and a better communication with the
communal authorities are the key to a good
integration of all citizens.
RAPHAËL RIPPINGER
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COMMUNAL
DEVELOPMENT
Given the constant growth of population in our commune, it is important to adapt the environment and infrastructure sustainably to be able to appropriately meet
this growth in the mid and long term.
Climate change is a serious risk for social and economic
stability. Sustainable development requires clear measures on an individual and collective level; we as the CSV
are committed to guaranteeing a safe and sustainable
future to the growing population of the commune.
The CSV is supporting new ways of housing: communal
living for young people should be offered by the commune. Affordable housing should be available to young
people and socially disadvantaged households. For this,
the commune will buy, renovate and build homes.
Further, the CSV maintains its support of electro-mobility by an extended fleet of electro vehicles for the communal services and encourages citizens to use renewable energy sources and public transport. We also continue
to consider it important to organise regular information
campaigns on the possibilities of appropriate waste disposal and e recycling of valuable material, as on the waste prevention. Moreover, citizens should be sensitised to
ways of better using rainwater to save drinking water..

POLITICS AS A SERVICE TO
THE CITIZENS
Junglinster, the largest commune in the east of the country
is developing more and more to a regional pole of attraction – a so called “Centre de développement et d’attraction”.
To qualitatively meet the varying claims arising from the
growth of a commune is a daily challenge for politics and
administration alike.
Investments in new infrastructures like buildings, streets,
waste and water systems have become due priorities.
In our fast-paced society, it is also important to inform citizens on communal projects on a regular basis and to keep
them up-to-date on their requests and relating administrative procedures in a timely manner. Therefore, the technical
possibilities of new media should be tied into the traditional
means of communication to grant a fast and efficient infor-

mation exchange with the communal authorities and thus
simplify the citizen’s life.
A central point of contact, coordinated by a communications officer should be able to supply targeted information,
answer requests and accompany suggestions.
Example: You notice a problem, contact the commune and/
or send a photo by mail, SMS or WhatsApp. In return you
get a confirmation that your request has been received and
you will be kept informed until the problem has been solved.
The CSV is committed to a better and interactive
communication with all the citizens. Together
we can achieve more!
GILLES SCHLESSER

CLUB SENIOR “AN DER LOUPESCHT”:
IT HAS STARTED!

ARENS ANNEMARIE

For who ?
Any self-reliant person above the age of 50 from within or
outside the commune is welcome to join.

You Can
MEET US!

TUESDAY, 3RD OCTOBER AT 7.30 P.M.
Meeting at the festivity hall in Gonderange
WEDNESDAY, 4TH OCTOBER AT 7.30 P.M.
Meeting at the Centre culturel “Am Duerf”
in Junglinster
THURSDAY, 5TH OCTOBER AT 7.30 P.M.
Meeting at the festivity hall in Bourglinster

What is being offered ?
The main purpose is to prevent social isolation, to promote
good health in general in cooperation with partners of the
commune. Along the emphasized creation of intergenerational activities, there will also be lectures, guidance and
counselling on age-related issues. Activities will be planned
together with interested members, local clubs and associations, public entities in charge of young and old, as well as
with the local businesses.
Pricing ?
The contribution to be paid depends on the type of activity.
Where ?
Until new facilities in Junglinster will be ready, activities will
take place in the school in Beidweiler. Activities are organized over the whole territory of the commune Junglinster,
as well as in the neighbouring communes Bech, Betzdorf,
Consdorf and Waldbillig.

When ?
The first activities will be held in the beginning of October.
Details will be published in “Gemengebuet” (the monthly publication by the commune) and a winterbrochure presenting
the program will be sent to every household.
Contact ?
The office will be open from Monday to Friday from 08:30 a.m.
to 12:30 p.m. Do come by or call. All ideas are welcome!
Carole van der Zande
appointed director
Club Senior an der Loupescht
1, rue de l’École
L-6235 Beidweiler
Tel: (+352) 27 55-3395 – fax: (+352) 27 55-3396
mobile: (+352) 621 34 22 75
CSV Junglinster is looking forward to a good cooperation and I
am also committed to strongly embed the Club Senior “An der
Loupescht” in our commune.
RAPHAËL SCHMITZ

We will also be present at the “Lënster Maart” on 25TH
SEPTEMBER .
CHEESE TASTING EVENT ON 23RD
SEPTEMBER AT THE FESTIVITY HALL
SCHOOL IN GONDERANGE

1. Row: Marco Weber ; Robert Marcy ; Françoise Hetto ; Romain Reitz ; Jean Boden ; Gilles Schlesser ; Annemarie Arens
2. Row: Raphaël Rippinger ; Mireille Hinkel-Tadaszak ; Tom Weber ; Chantal Saska ; Raphaël Schmitz ; Philippe Trierweiler
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